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Abstract-The terminal reliability is an impor- 
tant performance parameter in the design of a highly 
reliable multistage interconnection network (MIN). 
In this paper we present a new method able to evalu- 
ate the terminal reliability of any MINs, with a 
rather simplified procedure. Implementation con- 
siderations and discussions are also provided. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the advance of VLSI technology, research 
on multiprocessors is drawing more arid more attention. 
In the development of multiprocessors, the design of its 
interconnection networks plays quite an important role 
as it governs the performance of the whole system. The 
multistage interconnection network (MIN), such as the 
Omega network [l] or the Gamma network [2] (see Fig. 
l), is a very significant example of such networks. It is 
employed in a inultiprocessor to connect processors and 
memory modules together, using multiple stages of 
small crossbar switches of a fixed size. The tenninal 
reliability between a source-destination pair in such a 
MIN is the probability that at least one path exists 
between the pair. It is a fairly important performance 
parameter in the design of a highly reliable MIN. 

In [2], a formula is developed to calculate the 
exact tenninal reliability of the Gamma Network, but it 
is suitable only for the Gamma network and c m  not be 
applied to the other MINs. In search of a method able 
to evaluate the exact tenninal reliabilities of any MINs, 
we have reviewed several related algorithm in the 
literature, such as state enumeration [3], decomposition 
technique [4], graph-theoretic approach [SI, and path 
enuineration [6,7]. Among them, path enumeration 
tends to be the most efficient. 

In path enumeration, the terminal reliability is 
obtained by, first, finding the set of possible paths 
between a pair of source arid destination nodes. A path 
is represented by a Boolean product of components 
along the path. Boolean techniques concept is utilized 
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to convert a sum of such products expression into an 
equivalent sum of disjoint products (SDP) expression, 
and then the components are replaced by their reliabili- 
ties. The terminal reliability resulting from arithmetic 
sum of products is therefore obtained. 

For all algorithms based on path enumeration, the 
most time consuming step is the process to convert the 
sum of products expression into its equivalent SDP 
expression. For such traiisfonnation, one or more 
operators are defined by each algorithm, with intention 
to reduce the computation time. By using Boolean 
algebraic concepts, CAREL [7] defines four operators, 
namely, COMpare, REDuce, CoMBine and GENerate, 
to be operated during the transformation. Although 
claimed to be more efficient than the other established 
methods, CAREL needs to apply the four operators 
repeatedly to obtain the equivalent SDP expression, 
involving a fairly complicated procedure. 

Presented in this paper is a new method which is 
as efficient as CAFEL but involves a much simpler pro- 
cedure in converting the sum of products expression into 
its equivalent SDP expression. It also carries easier pro- 
gramming and can evaluate any networks that CAREL 
is able to evaluate. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section I1 
provides necessary backgrounds for our study. Section 
I11 presents our proposed new method. Implementation 
considerations and discussions are given in Section IV. 
Section V concludes the paper. 

11. BACKGROUNDS 
In path enumeration, the tenninal reliability is 

obtained by first finding the set of possible paths 
between a pair of source and destination nodes. A path 
is represented by a Boolean product of components 
along the path. Boolean techniques concept is 
employed to transfonn a sum of such products expres- 
sion into an equivalent sum of disjoint products (SDP) 
expression, and then ai up or operational (down or 
failure) state of each cornponent in the expression is 
replaced by its reliability (unreliability). Thus the ter- 
minal reliability is obtained from arithmetic sum of pro- 
ducts. 
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To be specific, if Fi represents up events of path 
Pi, the sum of products expression F can be given by 
F = U/=' F; where n denotes the number of paths 
between a source-destination pair in a network, and the 
equivalent SDP expression F (disjoint) will be generated 
by 
F l + F 2 - F l + F 3 - F l - F 2 +  * 

+ F,, -F1 -Fz  . . . -F,-1 (1) 
where -Fi denotes down events of path Pi. For this, 
various researchers have provided certain techniques to 
get the equivalent SDP expression and to achieve low 
computation time. The algorithm used in the CAREL 
[7] is claimed to be more efficient than the others and is 
based on the following technique (proposition P I1 in 
[7]). For each term F i ,  1 < i  < n ,  Ti is defined to be the 
union of all predecessor terms F 1 ,  F2,  . . , Fi-i ,  in 
which any literal that is present in both F; and any of 
the predecessor terms is deleted from those predecessor 
terms, i.e., 

T, = ui,:~j I each literal of Fi+l. 

Consider F ' =  F1, and define F' = Fi -Ti. The 
F(disjoint) expression is then given by 
F (disjoint) = F' . To give an example, consider the 
bridge network shown in Fig. 2. For the (S ,  0 )  node 
pair, four (minimal) paths can be found and F 1  through 
F ,  are detennined to be ab, cd, aed, and ceb respec- 
tively. Then, we have F' = ab ; T 2  = ab I r=d=l  = a b ,  and 
F2=F2-T2=cd -(ab); T,=ab +cd Ia=d=e=l=b  + c ,  
and F 3  = F ,  - T 3  = aed - b -c ; and similarly we obtain 
F4=ceb -a - d .  Finally, we have 
F(dis jo in t )=ab + -(ab)cd + -b -eade + -U -dbce .  
Thus the terminal reliability of the bridge network is 
equal to 0.97848, assuming that the component reliabili- 
ties are all equal to 0.9. 

In CAREL, Boolean algebraic concepts are used 
to define four operators, COMpare, REDuce, CoMBine 
and GENerate. The COM operator generates T;'s and 
the RED operator is used to remove the redundant 
Boolean product terms generated from - T; 's. For 
example, -T;  = -(bd +bcd)= - (bd) - (bed)= - ( b d ) ,  
that is, term - (bcd)  is redundant here. The CMB 
operator examines each -Ti that results from the RED 
operator and creates the equivalent SDP expression by  
considering the following six Boolean algebraic fonnula 
VI: 

(abcX)(  - (abc)) = 0, 
(abX)(  - (abcde )) = (abX)(  - (cde )), 
(abX)(  - (cd) )=ab - ( cd )X ,  
( - (abc ))( -(ab >x> = - (ab >x, 
( - (abc )X) ( - (ab ) )=  - ( a b ) X ,  and 
( - ( a b e ) X ) (  -(abed))= - ( a b ) X + ( u b  - e x ) (  - ( c d ) ) ,  

where X is any Boolean expression. The last operator 
GEN then gives each disjoint product F' from Fi -Ti, 
where -Ti results from the CMB operator. Thus, to 
obtain the equivalent SDP expression, CAREL needs to 
apply all of the four operators to each term except the 
first one in (l), involving a fairly complicated pro- 
cedure. To disentangle the procedure, a new method 
with a much simpler procedure will be introduced and 
discussed in the following section. 

In. PROPOSED NEW METHOD 
As has been mentioned, to obtain the equivalent 

SDP expression, CAREL needs to apply all of the four 
operators to each term except the first one in (l), mak- 
ing the procedure rather complex. To simplify it, 
instead of obtaining F(dis joint)  from the n-1 tenns in 
(l), we look for -F(disjoint) to get terminal unreliabil- 
ity first. Terminal unreliability between a source- 
destination pair is, by our definition, the probability that 
no paths exist between the pair. It can be gained from 
- F  with only one term 

- F l - F 2 - F 3 .  . . -F,. (2) 
To gather the tenninal unreliability, the equivalent SDP 
expression - F (disjoint) is pursued and the components 
in i t  are replaced by their reliabilities. Thus we have 
the terminal unreliability (resulting from arithmetic sum 
of products), and hence the terminal reliability (from 
1 - terminal unreliability). To give an example, with 
the sane four paths found €or the (S , D ) node pair from 
the bridge network mentioned in the previous section, 
- F =  - F l - F , - F 3 - F 4 =  - ( a b ) - ( c d ) - ( a e d ) - ( c e b ) .  
The above Boolean product term can be converted into 
the equivalent SDP expression by using the six Boolean 
algebraic formula and yields - F(dis joint)  as 
- a  -c + - a  - ( b e ) c  -d + a  -0 -d  +a  -b  -cd - e ,  that 
is, the terminal unreliability equals to 0.02152. The ter- 
minal reliability of the bridge network can be obtained 
from (1 - 0.021521, i.e., 0.97848, exactly the same as 
that shown in the previous section. 

It is clear from the above example that to generate 
final disjoint tenns -F(dis joint)  from - F ,  we need to 
apply only one operation on only one tenn, that is, 
- F - F 2  - F 3  . . . - F, . The only operation employed 
here is similar to the CoMBine operation in CAREL 
which uses the six Boolean algebraic formula to convert 
a Boolean product term into the equivalent SDP expres- 
sion. Fig. 1 gives another example to illustrate the sim- 
plicity and correctness of our new method. As can be 
seen, there are five paths from source 1 to destination 0. 
Components (switches only) are ordered as literals along 
the paths shown in Fig. 3. Note that link faults are 
negligible compared with switches in a MIN and are 
hence ignored as they are in [2,81. F ,  through F5,  
according to the five paths, are determined as a b d f h ,  
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acdfh ,  acefh,  acegh, and acegh respectively and Listed in Table I are such numbers for a Gamma net- 
- F = - (abdfh ) - (acdfh)  -(acefh) - (acegh ) -(acegh ). work and a REGIN. As can be seen from the table, the 
Again, -F(disjoint) can be obtained from - F  by numbers of terms generated are almost identical for 
applying only one operation on only one term in -F as every tag, a revelation that our method performs as well 
follows: as CAREL. Nevertheless, the advantage still goes to 

our method in that it harvests as good performance 
through a much simpler procedure and easier program- 
ming, and that it can evaluate whatever networks 
CAREL is able to evaluate, with the focus at present set 
on all kinds of MINs. 

- (abdfh ) - (acdfh ) - (acefh ) - (acegh ) - (acegh ) 
= - (abdfh ) - (acdfh ) - (acefh ) - (acegh ) 
=(-(adfh)+adfh  - b - c ) -  (acefh)-(acegh) 
= ( - (adfh)  - (acefh ) + adfh  - b - c - (acefh )) - (acegh ) 
= ( - ( a f h ) + a f h  -d -(ce)+a.fhd - b - c - (ce))-(aceRh) 
= - ( a f h  ) - (acegh ) + a f h  -d 1 (ce ) - (acegh ) 

+ a f M  - b - c - (ce)-(acegh) 
= -(ah)+ah -f - (ceg)+ahf  -d -@e)-(ceg) 

+ahfd  - b - c - (ce)-(ceg) 
= -(ah)+ah -f - (ceg)+ahf  -d -(ce)+ahfd - b - c .  

The terminal unreliability can be obtained from replac- 
ing the literals in - F(disJoint) with switch reliabilities. 
It can be verified that the terminal reliability (from 
1 - terminal unreliability) is the sane as that gathered 
from the formula developed in [2] - assuring the 
correctness of our method. 

I 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS 
AND DISCUSSIONS 

The illustration given in the previous section 
demonstrates clearly that our new method enjoys a 
much simpler procedure. It also enjoys an easier pro- 
gramming at the same time. Note that, to implement 
our new method, adopting a representation for each 
Boolean product expression is important. A set of sym- 
bols {-p‘,O, l} which is used in [7] is also adopted in 
our implementation. - - P I ,  0, or 1 in the position of the 
variable respectively represents a completnented, absent, 
or uncomplemented variable, and a “-p‘ ” represents 
complements of p number of variables which are 
grouped together, where I is used to distinguish groups. 
The advantage of such a representation lies, as men- 
tioned in [7], in its uniqueness in handling comple- 
mented variables that are grouped together. For exam- 
ple, the product term - (abd>-(ce)g - h  is denoted as 

Our method has been programmed to evaluate 
various MINs, especially MINs with redundant paths, 
such as Gamma networks [2] and REGINs (modified 
Gamma networks) [8] for their exact terminal reliabili- 
ties. It is worth attention that the collected results indi- 
cate the same terminal reliability figures as that obtained 
by using the formula established in [2] - assuring the 
correctness of our method and its implementation as 
well. In addition, our new method is observed to be as 
efficient as CAREL. To give a specific example, the 
number of disjoint terms generated in the SDP expres- 
sion (that is, F(disjoint) for CAREL and -F(disJoint) 
for our new method) is a perfomxmce parameter [71. 

(-31 -31 -22 -31 -22 o 1 -13). 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The terminal reliability is an important perfor- 

mance parameter in the design of a highly reliable mul- 
tistage interconnection network (MIN). In our effort to 
find the exact terminal reliability for any MINs, we have 
come up with a simple but efficient new method which 
is able to calculate the exact terminal reliability for 
many networks, including all kinds of MINs. Instead of 
converting the sum of products expression F into the 
SDP expression F (disjoint), our new method converts 
- F into - F(disjoint) to find the terminal unreliability 
first, and then obtain the terminal reliability by 
(1 - terminal unreliability). It applies only one opera- 
tor on only one term to get the sane  result that CAREL 
pursues by applying four operators on n-1 terms (where 
n is the number of paths). Our approach not only 
enjoys a much simpler procedure and hence an easier 
programming when compared with CAREL, which 
involves a rather complicated procedure, it also provides 
as good performance as CAREL. The Correctness of 
our method and its implementation is assured by the 
identical results as are obtained from [2]. Nevertheless, 
[2] calculates only the terminal reliabilities for Gamma 
networks while our method can be used to calculate ter- 
minal reliabilities for any MINs. It can actually evalu- 
ate whatever networks CAREL is able to evaluate, 
though the focus at present is set on MINs. 
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Table I .  The number of disjoint terms generated in the SDP expression 
for every tag in a network with size 16 

1: CAREL, II: Our new mehod. 

Fig, 2. Bridge Network. 

Fig. 1. A Gamma network with s u e  16. 
(Bold lines indicate paths between (1,O)). Fig. 3. The paths between (1, 0) in Fig. 1 
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